SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 26 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, mostly clear, winds 12(knots), temperature high -4C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, James Roth (Mcmurdo) Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin (South pole)

- Completed installation of new batteries in UPS returned to EAD boxes
- Began consolidation and inventory of drill DNF equipment
- Located encoder display unit for wire winch
- Traverse departed at 10:30am

Cargo: All cargo has been received

Note: Hello Monday. The traverse departed for SALSA field camp this morning around 10:30am. James and I continued to do preventative maintenance on our DNF equipment, as well as inventorying, consolidating and packing equipment for transport to the field.

Report by: Graham Roberts